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Abstract— This project explains how a reliable and an 

authentic wireless communication could be easily developed 

between a mobile phone and microcontroller using GSM 

Technology. This technical project explains "GSM based 

Universal digital display system" which can be widely used 

for displaying notices in colleges, advertisement in stock 

market and public place on digital notice board by sending 

messages in form of SMS through mobile. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The use of mobile phones has rapidly increased. The various 

technical areas in the field of telecommunication and 

embedded system are becoming omnipresent in the people. 

Up gradation in networking technologies has encouraged the 

development and growth of very dense networks. Notice 

boards are one of the widely used. A GSM based wireless 

electronic notice board system which can replace the current 

programmable electronic display [5].Ones ranging from 

primary schools to major organizations to convey messages 

at large. A lot of paper is been used and which is later wasted 

by the organizations. This in turn leads to a lot of 

deforestation, thus leading to global warming. Small 

innovative steps in making use of technology for regular 

purposes would have an adverse effect on the environment 

issues, which we are presently concerned about. 

 The main aim of this project is to design a SMS 

driven automatic display Board which can replace the 

currently used programmable electronic display and 

conventional notice boards [1]. In this project we will also 

display Temperature, Time and Date. The GSM modem 

receives a message from the authorized mobile phone and the 

message is extracted by the microcontroller from the GSM 

modem and is display on the display board [2].Serial 

communication is used for the entire process from GSM 

module to Microcontroller and from microcontroller to the 

display. For display purpose here we use LED matrix .LED 

light source became cheap and popular, the LED application 

in graphic display [3].The scrolling message display using 

LED matrix [4]. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Neeraj Khera, Divya Shukla, Shambhavi Awasth et.al 

“Development of Simple and Low Cost Android Based 

Wireless Notice    Board”2016[1]. Wirelessly sharing the 

information with intended users .In a future audio 

broadcasting can be done .The proposed system uses either 

Bluetooth or Wi-Fi based wireless serial data communication. 

For this purpose Android based application programs for 

Bluetooth and Wi-Fi communication between Android based 

personal digital assistant devices and remotewireless display 

board are used. At receiver end, a low cost microcontroller 

board (Arduino Uno) is programmed to receiveand display 

messages in any of the above communication mode. Using 

the developed system, two different applications 

fordisplaying messages on a remote digital notice board and 

wireless person calling has been implemented. The developed 

system will therefore aims in wirelessly sharing the 

informationwith intended users and also helps in saving the 

time and the cost for paper and printing hardware. 

 Md Abuv Bakar Siddiqe, Prattay Saha, Md. 

Reduanul Halim et.al “Password Protected Multiuser 

Wireless Electronic NoticingSystemby GSM with Robust 

Algorithm.” 2015[2].  A wireless digital noticing system to 

provide information and innovative andsmart way. The 

proposed notice board is a multiuser password-protected 

SMS based system fabricated with an LCD. The 

communication and information transfer between the 

authentic user and the LCD display unit is done via GSM to 

ensure remotedisplay facilities, so any notice can be 

displayed on the electronic board from the user’s mobile SMS 

from distant places. To ensure system flexibility, a multiuser 

noticing and displaying system has been implemented in the 

system which can display several notices simultaneously. In 

addition, the user also can print any notice which is of concern 

to them. The total system is designed with simple logic with 

a robust algorithm and fabricated with a Pic midrange 

microcontroller, LCD, GSM module and other commercially 

available  devices to ensure efficiency with low cost. 

 Michal Swiatkowski, Klaudiusz Wozniak, and 

Lukasz Olczyk et.al  “ Student notice board based on LED 

Matrix System.”2006[3].  LED light sources became cheap 

and popular. Authors   of the project, focused on application 

of LED in graphic displays. Main target of designed and 

manufactured system was its versatility. It was obtained by 

projecting similar segments that one can merge at will. This 

allows us to build simple clock with one segment or 

sophisticated display for advertisements. LED matrices are 

driven by 8-bit shift registers, which are controlled by AVR 

micro-controllers. Micro-controller application allows 

connecting extension modules such as digital thermometer, 

easily. Communication between micro-controller and 

personal computer is over RS232 interface. 

 Rajnandini Kumari,Mahesh Debnath,Hemanta 

Ghosh,Suchismitha Mitra, Sukanta Bose ,Debika Chaudhari , 

Atanu Nag, “Design ,Simulation and Implementation of PIC 

based scrolling message Display Board”.The aim of author of 

project is to describe cheap and easy design and 

implementation of microcontroller .Which is based on 

scrolling message display using led matrics. 

 Rajnandini Kumari,Mahesh Debnath,Hemanta 

Ghosh,Suchismitha Mitra, Sukanta Bose ,Debika Chaudhari , 

Atanu Nag, “Design ,Simulation and Implementation of PIC 

based scrolling message Display Board”.The aim of author of 

project is to describe cheap and easy design and 

implementation of microcontroller .Which is based on 

scrolling message display using led matrics. 
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of universal digital display system 

 This project describes the design and 

implementation of a universal display system using GSM 

technology. Here we used Microcontroller LPC2138for 

receive and transmit the data. The message is send by the 

mobile phone on the GSM module. GSM module is used to 

receive the message from authentic user only. This message 

is read by the microcontroller LPC2138.To avoid the misuse 

we provide the security  .The security is given by the 

password which is only known to the authentic person only 

.The current date and time is display on the board by using 

real time clock (RTC) . Also we display the temperature so it 

can be useful for people. Due to their tiny size and low power 

consumption, these microcontrollers are ideal for 

applications where miniaturization is the key requirement. It 

consist of different hardware components mainly, 

1) LPC2138 microcontroller 

2) GSM Module 

3) Temperature  Sensor 

4) Power supply 

5) LED display 

 ARM LPC2138: 

Lpc2138 compact and ready to use. It require less power 

according to the controller parameters .The operation speed 

is high and the memory capacity is huge .On board Led 

indicator ,screw terminal for external power supply .512 KB 

programmable flash memory provide minimum of 10,000 

erase/write. Cycle of 10 years of data retention. Low power 

real time clock with independent power. Multiple serial 

interfaces. 

 GSM Module: 

A GSM modem is a wireless modem that works with GSM 

wireless networks. The wireless modem sends and receives 

data through radio waves. It is digital mobile telephony 

system. We can send short text message to the authorities as 

per the application, with the help of GSM interfaced. The 

GSM module can send the data by SMS message. It require 

SIM card from a wireless carrier in order to operate. 

 Temperature sensor (LM35): 

Temperature sensor module measures the temperature .The 

LM35 are integrated temperature sensor, whose output 

voltage is linearly proportional to the Celsius (centigrade) 

temperature . The output of sensor converted to digital that 

easy connecting with LPC 2138 microcontroller. 

 Power Supply : 

We need 5V power supply. Power supply convert one form 

of electrical energy to other. In  the power supply, we receives 

energy from energy source  and power output deliver energy 

to the  microcontroller for its function .With the help of power 

supply working of microcontroller is done and output is 

display because it require power .That means need of power 

is fulfilled by power supply. 

 LED Display: 

The LED display board is used for the display purpose .Led 

display board has better resolution than other, contrast is 

better. Smaller in size at edges .Efficiency is better, higher 

picture quality than other display. It does not require mercury 

so it is environment friendly. It display even in black 

background 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

As the technology is advancing every day the display board 

systems are moving from Normal hand writing display to 

digital display, further to Wireless display. This proposed 

system has many upcoming applications in educational 

institutions and organizations, crime prevention, traffic 

management, railways, advertisements etc. By using this 

proposed methodology we can enhance the security system 

and also make awareness of the emergency situations and 

avoid many dangers. 

 Local language can be added as a variation in this 

project. This can be achieved by using graphics and other 

decoding techniques. Also we realize that this project saves 

time, energy and hence environment. Cost of printing and 

photocopying is also reduced as information can be given to 

a large number of people from our fingertips. Thus we can 

conclude that this project is just a start, an idea to make use 

of GSM in communications to a next level. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

The system can be able to display multiple messages at a time. 

The project can be further enhancing to control different 

electrical appliances. 

A lot of paper is been used and which is later wasted by the 

organizations. Small innovative steps in making use of 
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technology for regular purposes would have an adverse effect 

on the environment issues which we are presently concerned 

about. 

Audio broadcasting can be done. 
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